ISP98 Model Forms*

1 – Model Standby Incorporating Annexed Form of Payment Demand with Statement

2 – Model Standby Providing for Extension and Incorporating Annexed Form of Payment Demand with Alternative Non-Extension Statement

3 – Model Standby Providing for Reduction and Incorporating Annexed Form of Reduction Demand

4 – Model Standby Providing for Transfer and Incorporating Annexed Form of Transfer Demand

5 – Simplified Demand Only Standby

6 – Model Counter Standby with Annexed Form of Local Bank Undertaking

7 – Model Standby Requiring Confirmation

8 – Model Confirmation of Standby

11.1 – Model Government Standby Form

* Copyright © 2016 by the Institute of International Banking Law & Practice, Inc., www.iiblp.org (“IIBLP”). Unlimited permission is hereby granted to copy and use this list and the listed ISP98 forms, including endnotes, for all purposes except publication for a charge to a purchaser or subscriber.

These forms are published for educational purposes and not as legal or professional advice. Potential users should consult with their own advisers in the drafting or use of a standby letter of credit. ISP98 and letter of credit educational and training materials, including The Official Commentary on the International Standby Practices containing official interpretations of ISP98, are available from IIBLP at www.iiblp.org.

The Model Forms are subject to revision according to developments in standby practice. The date of the most recent revision of each Model Form is noted in its title and text.